Product Structure
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Rear dome

2. Handle position

Adjustment
Main blimp housing

2. Loosen the front and rear knobs

1. Handle angle
Front dome
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1) Initial default angle
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3. Slide the suspension body out of the main blimp housing
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Front locking
knob

2) Loosen the knob and adjust to desired angle
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1/4" adapter screw

Operations
Handle locking dial

1. Unscrew and remove the rear dome
Clockwise to tight, counterclockwise to loose

4. Loosen the locking knobs to adjust position of shockproof rings

3) Tighten the knob after adjustment
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Slide rails

Windshield and Suspension System
for Shotgun Microphones
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~- - XLR male-plug
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5. Place the microphone
NOTE: Fits up to 320mm in length and cpl 9-22mm shotgun microphone

7. Place the suspension body back into the main blimp housing

Using indoor

8. Replace and screw the rear dome

Using indoor without main blimp housing

1) Slide in and align the rails with the main blimp housing

9. Using the fur windshield
2) Tighten the front and rear knobs
1) Loosen the drawstring of fur windshield and stretch over the blimp body
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6. Connect the XLR plug
3) Place the cable into th e slot
2) Straighten the fur wind shield, than tighten and lock the drawstrin g
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